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Abstract 
Introduction: Ethiopia, like most countries in sub-Saharan Africa, is characterized by 
high fertility and rapid population growth. It is the second populous country in Africa. 
The EDHS 2016 report noted that the contraceptive prevalence rate among married 
reproductive age women were 36%. Despite its improvement, there is high unmet need 
for contraceptives yet. One of the interventional areas to further increase its demand is 
through involving men in family planning. However, there is limited information about the 
level of male involvement in family planning in the study area. 
Objectives: The aim of this study was to assess the proportion of male involvement in 
family planning utilization and associated factors among married men in Chagni town. 
Methods: Cross sectional community based survey was conducted from February to 
March 2016 having a total sample size of 362 married men in Chagni town. Simple 
systematic random sampling technique was used to get eligible participants. The 
completeness of data were checked and entered to EPI info version 7 and transported 
to SPSS version 16 for analysis. Multivariable logistic regression employed to see the 
association between dependent and independent variables. P-value less than 0.05 and 
OR with 95% CI considered to determine the presence and degree of association.  
Result:  About 213(64%) respondents were involving in the use of family planning 
services. The reasons for not participation in FP were the desire to have more children, 
wife refusal, and fear of side effects and religious prohibition about FP. Knowledge, 
discussed about FP with wife and attitude were the factors positively associated with 
male involvement in the service utilization.  
Conclusion: Male involvement among married men in family planning service utilization 
was higher. Knowledge, discussed about FP with wife and attitude were the factors 
associated with male involvement in the services utilization. 
The health professionals should provide health education at community level in addition 
to health facilities to improve male involvement in family FP service utilization. 
Governmental, non-governmental organizations, donors and relevant stakeholders 
should work on attitude, knowledge and discussion about FP. 
Further study should be conducted in order to investigate insight gaps with strong 
evidence to improve male involvement in family planning service utilization. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Statement of the problem 
The ongoing growth of the world population has become a vital global grasp back. Most 
of this growth is occurring in developing countries where the fertility rate is very high. 
Ethiopia, like most countries in sub-Saharan Africa, is characterized by high fertility and 
fast population growth. It  is the second populous country in Africa (1). 
 
Many countries are concerned with sexual and reproductive health (SRH) because it 
Influences male and female contact and relates to population growth, gender 
inequalities and sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) including HIV and AIDS (2). Even 
if SRH is a matter that influences both men and women, in the earlier period the center 
of attention has been on women, as people who get pregnant and care for the young. 
Men have mainly been neglected, particularly in Africa. This is regardless of facts 
viewing that males implement decision-making power in different social-cultural spheres 
and for bad or good they are involved in family planning (2, 3). 
 
The use of any method of FP by women is often influenced by their husbands. Men 
have rarely been involved in either receiving or providing information on sexuality, 
reproductive health, or birth spacing. They have also been ignored or excluded in one 
way or the other from participating in many programmes as FP is viewed as a woman’s 
affair(4)  
 
Male involvement refers to any action that seeks to progress the provision of 
reproductive health services as well as information given through actions aimed to 
males of all ages, either independently or as part of a sexually energetic couple (3) So, 
male involvement in family planning and reproductive health considers men’s 
knowledge of reproductive health and family planning, attitudes about appropriate 
contraceptive methods, about the use of contraception, communication with partners 
about family planning, choices gives emotional and behavioral support to their partners’ 
contraceptive use (4)  
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Studies have shown that involving men in contraceptive counseling does increase, 
client satisfaction, contraceptive adoption, contraceptive use effectiveness and 
contraceptive continuation (5). Circumstances for involving men in reproductive health 
matters are many-sided. Primarily all men have their own reproductive health purpose 
and their involvement should not be considered only as a means to accomplish better 
women’s reproductive health. Secondly, men's sexual and reproductive healthy and 
behaviors openly influence their partner. Third, decisions on the issue of reproductive 
health happen within relations that influence both men and women (6) and male 
involvement helps not only in accepting a contraceptive but also in its effective use and 
continuation because men are also recognized to be responsible for the large proportion 
of ill reproductive health suffered by their female partners. (7) 
 
The limited research on male roles in Ethiopia and sub-Saharan Africa has continuously 
found that decisions regarding family size and contraception are dominated by 
husbands, who expect to have large families (8). Contraceptive Prevalence Rate (CPR) 
in Ethiopia was 36% according to EDHS 2016 and still among the least in Africa(9). A 
study done in Debre Markos, North West Ethiopia the finding showed that the level of 
male involvement was low due to lack of information, inaccessibility to services and the 
desire to have more children were found to be some of the main reasons against male 
involvement in FP services utilization (10). This study will, therefore, attempt to identify 
factors that affect male involvement in the study area of Chagni town north western 
Ethiopia.  
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1.2   Literature Review 
1.2.1 Men involvement in family planning 
Male involvement in family planning and reproductive health is an umbrella term which 
includes three aspects such as reproductive health problems and program, reproductive 
rights and reproductive behavior (11). Study results revealed that male contraceptive 
methods (vasectomy, condoms, withdrawal, and abstinence) are less frequently utilized 
in the Americas than in Asia and Africa (12), But in Nigeria no one practiced permanent 
family planning methods like vasectomy and tubal ligation and also more than half of the 
participants had not information on family planning (7) 
A study in Bangladesh revealed that 94.8 % of husbands support their outlook towards 
family planning are good and it has the disapproval of 5.2 % and most women report 
that their husbands support of family planning (13). In Southern India, Out of 156 study 
subjects 71.2 % were actively practicing family planning methods and 57.1% were 
willing to motivate others but 42.9% subjects were not willing to do so (14), and one-
third of the men reporting that they did not intend to use FP in the future .A study done 
in Nigeria 80% of men had ever used contraception while 56% of them were current 
users, however spousal communication about family planning and other family 
reproductive goals was quite poor(7). 
 Finding showed in Philippines which indicate that the continuation rate among women 
whose husbands support their contraceptive practice is much higher than those whose 
husbands do not give support to their wives(2) where as in Ghana 18% of respondents 
had used family planning services in the past (15) and  in Nigeria, 80% of men had ever 
used contraception and 56% of them were current users (16).  
More than 90% of male respondents have supported and approved using and choosing 
family planning methods, and 33% of the respondents were the sole decision makers in 
their families even though more male respondents disagreed than agreed that men 
should make decisions about selected family planning issues in the family (4, 10). About 
75.6% mentioned the importance of using contraceptives for birth spacing and 61.9% to 
limit birth and 60.3% of participants had ever discussed family planning with their wives 
(17).  
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1.2.2 Factors associated with male involvement in family planning  
A study done in Nigeria revealed that Compared with Protestants, Muslim men were 
less likely to agree that men should determine family size. Likewise, polygamous men 
compared with those in monogamous relationships were less likely to agree that men 
should determine family size (16) A study done in north Ethiopia revealed that better 
educational achievement was observed to promote the frequency of discussion on 
matters related to reproduction by partners (18). 
 
A quasi-experimental research carried out in Jimma revealed that the men in the 
intervention arm significantly higher level of willingness to be actively involved in family 
planning compared to the men in the control arm. In addition, the difference between 
spouses that discussed family planning issues was less reported within the control 
group(19) A study done in Hossana, south Ethiopia also revealed that literate men were 
3.7times more likely to practice modern contraceptives than illiterate men(20). 
 
A study done in Amhara region revealed that men  who are unable to read and write 
were 50% less as likely to communicate about modern family planning methods with 
their wife than literates counterpart(17) Male traders were also more likely to agree that 
men should determine family size compared with male artisans and other occupational 
groups (16) and a study also showed that husband occupation and male involvement in 
family planning  is significantly associated (11) the practice of family planning methods 
was more common among employed study participants compared to farmers of self-
employed . 
 
A study done in Ethiopia, Amhara region revealed that age group from 20-24 and 30-34 
were 3.24 and 3.15 more likely to communicates about modern family planning methods 
with their wife than with 50-54 age group counterparts and. Husbands’ age between 25-
29 years was associated with the highest rate of current contraceptive use (21). The 
male involvement in family planning rate among couples who have two, three and more 
children are 63.0%, 65.5% and 70.7%, respectively and the  chi-square test also shows 
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an association between current living children and male involvement in family planning 
is significant (11). 
 
A study done in Hossana, south Ethiopia also revealed that men with 3 or fewer living 
children were less likely to practice family planning methods than those with four or 
more children. Men who were aware of female contraception were 3 times more likely to 
have spouses who desired to use contraception. In addition, men who showed support 
for their spouses’ use of contraception were over 5 times more likely to have spouses 
who indicated a desire to use contraception  
 
A community based cross-sectional study conducted in  North Shoa Zone, Amhara 
Region, Ethiopia husband approve couple’ discussion about family planning issues 
which showed an association (22). A research done in Debremarkos men who 
approved FP services utilization were 4.26 times more likely involved in FP services 
utilization than men who did not approve Men who supported their wives to use FP 
methods were 1.61 times more likely involved in FP services utilization than men who 
did not support their wives to use FP services(10). 
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Figure 1 Conceptual framework showing male involvement in FP and associated 
factors 
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1.3 Justification of the study 
Studies showed that men have greater fertility desire than women .But, most family 
planning options are female oriented and many family planning programs give little 
attention to men involvement in particular in men dominant society like Ethiopia.  
 
Male participation, gender awareness and sharing of responsibility by partners were of 
one neglected area that has never been emphasized critically in the family planning 
program. In realizing this, efforts have been made to incorporate men as target groups 
in the national family planning programme. Male has played a great role in the 
community in terms of economic and social aspects because his idea is accepted and 
practiced inside the house as well as outside the house. 
 
 In Ethiopia decisions regarding family size and contraception are dominated by 
husbands, who expect to have large families. Similarly the people in Chagni town could 
not be varying where male influence is prevalent. .So, this study will provide base line 
information on the current situation of male involvement in family planning in the study 
area that may help for planners, policy makers, and different stake holders who make 
research based interventions to improve men involvement in family planning and the 
service delivery. 
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2. Objectives 
2.1. General objective 
The general objective of the study is to assess the proportion of male involvement in 
family planning utilization and associated factors among married men in Chagni town, 
Awi zone, North West Ethiopia, 2016 
2.2. Specific objectives 
The specific objective of the study is: 
 To determine the proportion of male involvement in family planning utilization  
among married men in Chagni town. 
 To identify factors associated with male involvement in family planning utilization  
among married men in Chagni town. 
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3. Methods 
3.1. Study design and period 
The study made use of the cross sectional community based survey which was 
conducted from February to March, 2016. 
3.2. Study area  
The study was conducted in Chagni town Awi Zone, Northwest Ethiopia. Chagni town is 
located at about 57km from the capital town of the zone (Injibara), 180Km from Bahir 
Dar and 505km from Addis Ababa. The total population of the town is 38,365, of which 
18,712 are males and 19,652 are females. The town has two public health institution 
(one hospital and one health center) and four medium private clinics. All provide family 
planning. The major ethnic group of the district is Amhara and Agew Almost all of the 
population is Orthodox-Christian and Muslim followers by religion (Bofed).  
3.3. Source population 
The source population for the study was all married men in Chagni town. 
3.4. Study population  
The study population was all married men in Chagni town who are available during data 
collection time. 
3.5. Inclusion and Exclusion criteria 
3.5.1 Inclusion criteria 
Sample respondents inclusion criterion use in this survey includes: 
 Currently married men age 18 years and above who lived in the study area for 
more than six months 
 Currently married men whose wives were in the reproductive age (15-49 years) 
in the study period 
 Currently married men who  lived with their spouse for the past 6 months 
3.5.2 Exclusion criteria 
 Married men who were seriously sick and unable to communicate 
.  
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3.6. Variables of the Study 
 Dependent Variable 
Male involvement in family planning 
 Independent variables  
Socio-Demographic factors 
• Age 
• Religion,  
• Ethnicity 
• Level of education 
• Occupation 
Reproductive history 
• Family size 
• Number of alive children 
• Desire for more children 
Source of information on FP 
• Watching TV 
• Listening radio 
• Being visited by health workers 
FP related Factors 
• Knowledge about  family planning 
• Attitude towards family planning 
• Spousal communication 
3.7. Sample size and sampling procedure 
3.7.1 Sample Size Determination 
The sample size was determined by using STAT-CALC from EPI-INFO version 7 based 
on the following assumptions:  
For objective one. The following parameters were used to calculate the sample size: 
proportion of men involvement( 31%) (18), z-values of 1.96 at 95% confidence 
interval(CI) and margin of error (d) ( 5%), the sample size becomes 329 and  adding 
10% non-response rate ,the final sample size will be 362. 
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Table 1: summarizes sample size calculation for Factors associated with male 
involvement in family planning  
Factors Outcome 
involved 
group (%) 
Outcome  
Uninvolved 
group (%) 
Assumptions 3.8 Sample 
size 
Knowledge of modern 
contraceptive methods 
99.2 0.8 Z=1.96, 
95%CI,power=80% 
122 
Partners use contraceptive 
methods for 
Child spacing 
75 25 Z=1.96,95% CI, 
power=80% 
288 
Education 90 10 Z=1.96,95%CI, 
power=80% 
138 
 
For objective two, from factors associated with the problem as shown in the table above 
the maximum sample size was 288. So, comparing the two sample sizes, the sample 
size for first objective was higher and taken as the final sample size to this study. 
 
3.7.2 Sampling procedure  
There were three kebeles in the Administrative town. At the kebele level the individual 
household was selected using simple random sampling technique. The sample size was 
distributed to each kebele proportional to the household size of the kebeles. Married 
men in the selected household were selected. When no eligible married men in the 
selected household, the next household was incorporated in the study. 
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Figure 2: Schematic presentation of Sampling Procedure 
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3.8. Operational definition 
Male involvement: -To say male involvement the respondents expressed that at least 
one contraceptive method used by them and /or husbands’ approved (support) about 
contraceptive use by their wives.  
 Knowledge of contraceptive methods: spontaneously mentioning of at least one 
modern contraceptive by the respondents when asked to name methods that he had 
heard of or interviewer probed recognized of it. Recognition of at least one modern 
contraceptive method is nearly a universal evaluation for the knowledge of 
contraceptive method  
Attitude: - Based on the four given statements assessing attitude about modern 
contraceptive method at least three questions were expressed by informants when 
asked to reply yes/agree considered as having positive attitude. 
Source of information: - informants answered where they got information expressed at 
least one source of information about modern contraceptive. 
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3.9.  Data collection procedures 
3.9.1   Data collection tools and procedures 
A pretested, structured close ended questionnaire was prepared in English language 
that is used to collect data after translation into Amharic language and back to English 
language to insure consistency. Data collected by using face to face interview .Three 
male clinical nurses as data collectors (with data collection experience), one supervisor 
involved to the research work at the time of data collection. 
3.9.2 Data quality control measures 
Data collectors were given clear introduction about the purpose and objective of the 
study. Data collectors were trained for one day. During the field practice, each data 
collector made to fill two questionnaires with their supervisor close to them. Discussion 
carried out concerning the filled questionnaires, interview procedures and 
communication between data collectors, and supervisors. More clarification gave to 
data collectors on the items they didn’t understand during their field practice. 
The results and discussion principal investigator make frequent checks on the data 
collection process to ensure ,the completeness and consistency of the gathered 
information and errors found during the process was corrected A pretest conducted on 
one week prior to the actual data collection period at Mentawuha kebele. Respondents 
were briefed about the purpose and objective of the study and the confidentiality and 
privacy of the respondent’s response insured using computer password. 
 
3.10    Data processing and analysis 
Data were entered, cleaned and coded using EPI-INFO version 7software, then 
transported to SPSS version 16 software for analysis. Descriptive analysis run with 
proportion and summary statistics used to describe the study population in relation to 
relevant variables. Bivariate and Multivariate analysis carried out and variables having 
p-value less than 0.2 in the bivariate were used to identify predictors for male 
involvement in family planning service utilization and variable having p-value less than 
0.05 were considered as significantly associated with the outcome variable, 95% 
CI(confidence interval),OR(odds ratio) were computed. 
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3.11 Ethical Considerations 
Before data collection, ethical approval and ethical clearance letter was obtained from 
Institution Review Board (IRB) of University Of Gondar, College of Medicine and Health 
Sciences. Then after, officials at different authorities in, Chagni Town Administrative 
health office informed and communicated through formal letters from University of 
Gondar Institute of Public Health. Verbal consent was obtained from each respondent 
after explaining the purpose and objectives of the study. Interviews were conducted in 
separate room where other people could not overhear. The respondents told that they 
have the right to withdraw at any time or to put an end for single question, segment of 
questions or refuse to participate at all. 
 
3.12 Dissemination of the findings of the study 
The final report will be presented and discussed in University Of Gondar, College Of 
Medicine and Health Sciences, Institute Of Public Health as a partial fulfillment of the 
Degree Of Master Of Public Health in Reproductive Health and the findings of this study 
will be disseminated to Amhara Regional state Health bureau, Awi zone Health 
department, Chagni town administrative health office and for all health facilities in the 
town. The findings will also be disseminated to different organizations that will have a 
contribution to promote family planning. At the end the findings will be published and 
accessed to the international community. 
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4.  Results 
Socio-demographic characteristic of married men  
A total of 333 married men were involved and their response rate was 92%. More than 
half of the respondents (55.9%) were aged ≥35 years. About 30.4% of the respondents 
had primary education. In terms of occupation about (60.4%) were merchant. About 
three fourth (75.4%) and one fifth (20.4) of the respondents’ ethnicity were Amhara and 
Agew, respectively. Concerning their religion, about 65.5% and 32.7% of the sampled 
respondents were Muslims and Orthodox Christian respectively. 
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Table 2. Socio-demographic and economic characteristics of currently married 
men in Chagni town, Northwest Ethiopia, 2016 
Variable Frequency(n=333) Percent 
Age(year)   
 20−24 26 7.8 
 25−29 49 14.7 
 30−34 72 21.6 
 ≥35  186 55.9 
Religion   
 Muslim 218 65.5 
 Orthodox 109 32.7 
 Protestant 5 1.5 
 Other 1 0.3 
Ethnicity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 Amhara 251 75.4 
 Agew 68 20.4 
 Oromo 6 1.8 
 Tigre 5 1.5 
 Shinasha 3 0.9 
Educational Status   
 Unable to read and write 28 8.4 
 Able to read and write 94 28.2 
  Elementary school (1−8) 101 30.4  Secondary school (9−10) 52 15.6 
Preparatory school (11−12) 20 6.0 
 College and above 38 11.4 
Occupation   
 Merchant 201 60.4  Unemployed 6 1.8 
 Governmental employed 51 15.3 
 Farmer 10 3.0 
 Daily laborer 65 19.5 
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 Reproductive characteristics of married men  
About 54% of the study informants had family size exceeding five and about one third of 
them had 1-2 children. About 58% and 34.2% of the respondents desired to have 1-2 
children and 3-4 children respectively (Table 3). 
Table 3. Reproductive characteristics of married men in Chagni town, Northwest 
Ethiopia, 2016 
Variable Frequency(n=333) Percent 
Family size 
 
 
 
  
 2 45 13.5 
 3-4 108 32.4 
 ≥5 180 54.1 
Current number of children 
 0 47 14.1 
 1-2 110 33.1 
 3-4 97 29.1 
 ≥5 79 23.7 
Desired number of children 
           1-2 193 58.0 
 3-4 114 34.2 
 ≥5 26 7.8 
 Modern contraceptive methods knowledge of married men 
A total of 93.7% of respondents reported that they were familiar with at least one of the 
contraceptive methods. The most commonly reported family planning methods were 
injectable (87.1%), pills (77.5%) and condom (53.2%). The respondents obtained family 
planning information from health professionals (65.2%) and radio/TV (62.8%) (Table 4).  
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Table 4. Modern contraceptive methods knowledge of married men in Chagni 
town, Northwest Ethiopia, 2016 
Variable Frequency(n=333) Percent 
Ever heard about  FP   
 Yes 314 94.3 
  No 19              5.7 
Source of information   
 Radio/TV 209 62.8 
 health professional 217 65.2 
 Poster 24 7.2 
 Newspaper 44 13.2 
 Parents 8 2.4 
 Other 39 11.7 
Know at least one contraceptive method   
 Yes 312 93.7 
 No 21 6.3 
List of FP methods they know   
 Pills 258 77.5 
 Injectable (Depo-Provera) 290 87.1 
 Intrauterine device (IUCD) 67 20.1 
 Norplant /buried/ under skin 148 44.4 
 Condom 177 53.2 
 Spermicidal  14 4.2 
 Tubal ligation (female sterilization) 13 3.9 
 Vasectomy (male sterilization) 15 4.5 
 Periodic abstinence 15 4.5 
 Prolonged breast feeding 11 3.3 
 Abstinence 9 2.7 
 Traditional methods 4 1.2 
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Approval and spousal communication among married men 
Study participants were asked whether they had discussion regarding family planning 
issues with their partners. About 313 (94.0%) of the respondents reported that they had 
discussed family planning matters with their wives. Of those who had discussed, about 
77(23.1%) reported that they had the discussion for more than three times in the last six 
months (Table 4). Furthermore, study participants were inquired whether they approved 
or disapproved the use of family planning methods, and more than half of them (52.3%) 
reported that they had approved their spouses’ use of family planning. While 213(64%) 
participants were support their wives to use FP (Table 4). 
Table 5. Approval and spousal communication among currently married men in 
Chagni town, Northwest Ethiopia, 2016 
Variables  Frequency(n=333) Percent  
Discussed about family planning with wife   
           Yes  313 94.0 
           No  20     6.0 
Frequency of discussion in the last six months   
 None 20     6.0 
 Once 149 44.7 
 Twice 60 18.0 
 three times 27 8.1 
 more than three times 77 23.2 
Approve to use family planning method   
 Yes 174 52.3 
 No 159 47.7 
Support  to use family planning method 
  Yes 213 64.0 
 No 120 36.0 
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 Attitude towards FP services among married men  
To ascertain the attitude of married men towards the use of family planning methods, 
participants were asked on who should decide on the use and when to use family 
planning. Men’s opinions about their roles in FP decision making were assessed on a 
three-tier scale of agree, disagree and I am not sure. About 25(7.5%) of them agreed on 
the idea that men should decide when to use FP methods and 20(6%) of them believed 
that it should be only women’s responsibility in order to avoid unwanted pregnancy. 
Interestingly, about 302(90.7%) of the respondents were on disagreement with the idea 
that men should be the one who should decide when to use FP methods, and 
308(92.5%) of them replied that women should not only be responsible to avoid 
pregnancy respectively. 
 
Furthermore, study informants were asked whether men and women should discuss 
together on the use of FP and how many children to have. About 314(94.3%) and 310 
(93.1%) of study participants agreed on joint discussion about contraceptive methods to 
be used and decide the number of children to have respectively; while, 15(4.5%) and 
20(6.0%) of them were disagreed on such joint discussion. Generally, the majority of the 
study participants (90%) had positive attitude towards family planning service utilization 
(Table 6) 
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Table 6. Men’s attitude towards FP services among married men in Chagni town, 
Northwest Ethiopia, 2016 
Variable Frequency(n=333) Percent 
Men who should decide when to use family 
planning 
  
 Agree 25 7.5 
 Disagree 302 90.7 
 I am not sure 6 1.8 
Women only responsibility to avoid  pregnancy   
 Agree 20 6.0 
 Disagree 308 92.5 
  I am not sure 5 1.5 
Couples should decide together on how many 
children to have 
  
 Agree 310 93.1 
 Disagree 20 6.0 
 I am not sure 3 0.9 
Men and  women should discuss together to use 
contraceptive 
  
 Agree 314 94.3 
 Disagree 15 4.5 
 I am not sure 4 1.2 
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 Practice of modern contraceptive use of married men with their wives 
Respondents were inquired to indicate their actual use of modern contraceptive 
methods (Table 6). Overall, more than half of them (52.3%) reported that they have 
currently using family planning methods with their partner. Although they know different 
types of FP methods, they currently use only three methods viz., injectable, condom 
and pills. Among these injectable (Depo-Provera) was the most commonly used method 
for half of the respondents. Regarding their main reason for current use of FP method 
the majority of the respondents (89.1%) replied child spacing (Table 7). Moreover, study 
participants mentioned desire of more children, religious prohibition and wife opposition 
as their major reasons for current non-use FP methods (Figure 3).  
Table 7. Practice of modern contraceptive use among married men with their 
partner in Chagni town, Northwest Ethiopia, 2016 
Variables Frequency Percent 
Currently use FP    
 Yes 174 52.3 
 No 159 47.7 
List of  FP methods that they use(n=174)   
 Pills 33 19.0 
 Injectable (Depo-Provera) 87 50.0 
 Condom 54 31.0 
Reasons for current use of FP( n=174)   
 Child spacing 155 89.1 
 Child limiting 19 10.9 
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                                        Figure 3 : Reasons for non use of FP 
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4.7 Male involvement 
About 213(64%) of married men respondents were involved in family planning, while 
120(36%) were not involved in family planning.  
4.8 Factors associated with men involvement in family planning 
In multivariate logistic regression finding verified that factors like knowledge, discussed 
about FP with wife and attitude of the participants of the study were found to be 
statistically associated with male involvement in family planning. 
Married men who had  knowledge about family planning were 3.69 times more likely to 
be willingly involved than those who had not knowledge (AOR = 3.69, 95% CI: 1.07-
12.73,p-value= 0.038). Married men who had high attitude toward family planning were 
2,46 times more likely to be involved in such services as compared to  those who had  
low attitude (AOR = 2.46, 95% CI:1.02 -5.95,,p-value= 0.044).  
Married men who had  discussed  about family planning were 3.61 times more likely to 
be involved in such services than those who had not discussed (AOR = 3.61, 95% CI: 
1.25-10.27, p-value= 0.016).(table 8)  
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Table 8. Multivariate logistic regression showing associated factors affecting 
male involvement in FP services utilization among married men in Chagni town, 
Northwest Ethiopia, 2016 
Variable Male involvement COR(95% CI)                      P-Value AOR(95% CI)                  P-Value 
Knowledge Yes No 
    
 Yes 204 108 2.52(1.03, 617) 0.043 3.69(1.07,12.73) 0.038 
 No 9 12 1.00 
   Source of 
information 
      
 Yes 
208 111 3.37(1.10, 10.30) .033   
 No 
5 9 1.00    
Attitude       
         Positive 
201 103 2.76(1.27,6.00) 0.010 2.46(1.02, 5.95) 0.044 
         Negative 12 17 1.00    
Discussed 
about FP with 
wife 
  
    
 Yes 205 108 2.85 (1.44, 5.28) 0.027 3.61(1.27,10.27) 0.016 
 No 
8 12 1.00 1.00   
support use of 
FP 
      
 Yes 
191 36 20.258(11.23,36.51) 
0.000 
  
 No 22 84 1.00 1.00   
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5. Discussion 
This study assessed male involvement in family planning in Chagni town, Amhara 
National regional State, Ethiopia. This research verified that the proportion of male 
involvement in family planning service utilization was 64% (95% CI: 58.7, 68.9). This 
was higher than a study done in Debremarkos(8.4%) (10), and  lower than a study done 
in southern India(71.2%)(14) This variation might be come due to access of information, 
study setup, geographical situations and cultural norms of the countries. 
 
The result of the study showed that 313(93.9%) of married men discussed about FP 
when to  prevent pregnancy and the use of FP in six months prior to the study, this 
study was  than a study done in Debremarkos (54%)  (10). This variation might be due 
the presence of enough partners in the town who were work on FP deliberately. 
 More than half of the respondents (52.3%) had positively approved the use of FP, 
however, this result was higher than the one reported in Tigray (31%)(22). The reason 
might be the respondent’s awareness increased about the issue due to access of health 
information from health facilities and the advocacy of the media (17, 21).The study 
revealed that about 94% of married men knew at least one method of family planning. 
This finding was nearly in with the one reported in Debremarkos (91.6%) (10) and 
Angolela Tera District, Amhara Region (91.2%) (17). Among the methods pills, inject 
able, norplant and condom were well known; whereas spermicidal, periodic abstinence, 
prolonged breast feeding, vasectomy and tubal ligation were less known. This result 
was similar with the study done in Tigray (21) and Hossana town(20)The reason might 
be all methods were not given equally for the respondents in the health post and health 
center. 
 
Furthermore, finding of the study showed that only 54(16.2%) of the total respondents 
were using condom for family planning. This result was less even though higher than a 
study done in D/markos (10). The reasons mentioned for not involved in FP were the 
desire to have more children, wife refusal, and fear of side effects, religious prohibition 
and lack of awareness. 
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Among the methods pills, injectables and condoms were the most common utilized 
ones. No one utilized permanent family planning methods like vasectomy and tubal 
ligation(10, 17).. This might be  due to  none of the facilities in the study area provide 
such services to their clients or the cultural norms of the community against male 
sterilization Their purpose of using FP methods was for child spacing rather than 
limiting. Similar result was also reported in another study done in Debremarkos (10).  
In addition, our findings showed that about 90% of married men had positive attitude 
towards the involvement of male in FP service utilization. This finding was  higher than 
the one reported in Debremarkos town (10) and southeast Nigeria (23). This outcome 
variation might be the effort of the health extension workers who tried to address the 
health extension packages at household level by their day to day activity. 
 Married men who had enough knowledge were 3.69 times more likely to be involved in 
family planning than married men who had no knowledge. A  study  was in line with a 
study done in Jimma (19). 
Married men who had positive attitude were 2.46 times more likely to be involved in 
family planning than married men who had not positive attitude. However no other 
studies reviewed in this study to show an association. Lastly, Married men who had 
discussed about family planning with wife were 3.61 times more likely to be involved in 
such services than those who had not discussed. This finding was supported  by a 
study done in Jimma which  had an association(19).. 
  
 
.  
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6. Limitation of the study  
 The study would have recall biases and social desirability bias 
 The study was not triangulated with qualitative study method. 
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7. Conclusion and Recommendation 
Male involvement among married men in family planning service utilization was higher 
than in the previous study. Knowledge, attitudes and discussed about FP with wife 
were factors associated with male involvement in FP services utilization. 
The health professionals should provide health education at community level in addition 
to health facilities to alleviate male involvement in family FP service utilization. 
Governmental, non-governmental organizations, donors and relevant stakeholders 
should work on knowledge, attitudes and discussion. 
Further study should be conducted in order to investigate insight gaps with strong 
evidence to alleviate male involvement in family planning service utilization. 
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9. Annex 
Annex I: Questionnaire, English version 
                             University Of Gondar 
College Of Medicine and Health Science, Institute of Public Health 
Questionnaire prepared to study the role of male involvement and factors influencing in 
family planning utilization among married men in Chagni town, North West Ethiopia. 
Consent 
My name is Kifle Achenafi, a final year student in Master of Public Health in 
Reproductive Health at University of Gondar. I brought these structured and self 
administered questions to you in order to assess the role of male involvement in family 
planning and associated factors among married men in Chagni town. This study is very 
important because it helps to get current information on the role of male involvement in 
family planning and associated factors among married men in Chagni town that can be 
used to design appropriate intervention so as to address male involvement in FP 
planning. Therefore your honest and genuine participation by responding to the 
questions prepared is highly appreciated and helpful to attain the objectives of the 
study. Your name will not be written, response will be on this form and no individual 
response will be reported to anybody. Hence, your answers are completely confidential. 
You do not have to answer any question that you do not want to answer and you can 
refuse to answer all of the questions. Please, if you cooperate by responding to the 
questions it means that you have your own contribution to the success of the study. 
   
Are you willing to answer?          Yes                          No                                                
 If, yes proceed to the next page. 
If no, please stop here. 
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Part I. Demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of the respondent  
No Question for the respondents Response Code  
 Address (Kebele) ---------------------  
 House hold number ---------------------  
101 Age ---------------------  
102 Ethnicity 1. Amhara  
2. Agew 
3.  Oromo  
4. Tigry 
5. Other specify---------- 
 
103 Religion 1. .Orthodox Christian 
2. Muslim  
3.  Catholic  
4.  Protestant  
5. . Others specify ------ 
 
104 educational status 1. Unable to read and write 
2. Able to read & write 
3. Primary school 
4. Secondary school 
5. College and above 
 
105 Occupation 1. Farmer  
2. Unemployed  
3.  Merchant 
4. Government employed  
5.  Other specify -------- 
 
106 Number of children currently living   
--------------------------------- 
 
107 How many children do you want to 
have? 
 
--------------------------------- 
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Part II. Source of information and  knowledge for  married men about  family planning  
201 Have you ever heard about family planning?  1. Yes       2.  No  
202 If your response to Q 201 is “yes” from where do 
you get information about family planning?   
1. Radio or TV 
2. Health workers  
3.  Poster ,  
4.  News paper  
5.  Parents  
6. .Others specify -- 
 
203 If your response to Q 201 is “yes”, do you know at 
least one contraceptive method?  
1. Yes  
2.  No 
 
204  Tell me the types of modern contraceptives that 
you know?  (see code below, and write all the 
responses)? 
   
205 Do you know, there is a contraceptive method for 
males?   
1. Yes      
2.  No 
 
206 If your response to Q 205 is “yes” which male 
contraceptive that you know?  (see code below, 
and write all the responses)? 
  
1. Code for Q204,206,405 ,406 Pills    
2.  Intrauterine device(iucd)        
3.  Injectable (depo-provera)        
4. .Norplant(buried under skin)                  
5.  Condom    
6.  Spermicidal   
7.  Tubal ligation/female sterilization         
8.  Vasectomy/male sterilization     
9.  Periodic abstinence    
10. . Prolonged breast feeding  
11.  Abstinence   
12.  Others [specify ]------ 
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Part III. Attitudes of married men  on contraceptive use  
No Question Response  Code  
301 It’s a man who should decide when to use family 
planning   
1. Agree    
2.  Disagree  
3.   I am not sure   
 
302 It is a women responsibility to avoid pregnancy   1. Agree              
2.  Disagree  
3. I am not sure    
 
303 A man and a woman should discuss together what 
type of to use  any type of contraceptive 
1. Agree                 
2.  Disagree 
3.  I am not sure     
 
304 A couple should decide together how many 
children they have   
1. Agree                
2.   Disagree  
3.   I am not sure    
 
Part IV.  practice of contraceptive use among married men with their partner  
401 Have you ever used contraceptive methods by 
yourself to prevent pregnancy?   
1. Yes.  
2.  No  
 
402 Did your partner use contraceptive methods before 
six month?   
1. Yes.  
2.    No 
 
403 Does your partner and/ or you using contraceptive 
methods currently? If no skip to Q 407  
1. Yes   
2. No   
 
404 If the response to Q 403 is “Yes” the reason for 
current use  
1. Child spacing  
2. Child limiting  
 
 
405 If the response to 403 is “yes” which contraceptive 
methods are you currently using?   
(see code above, and write all the responses)? 
   
406 If the response to 403 is “yes which contraceptive 
method does your partner currently use?  see code 
above  and write the responses) 
   
407 If the response to Q 403 is “No” the reason for not 
using contraceptive method   
1. Desire to have more 
children 
2.  partner opposition  
3.  Fear of side effect  
4.  Religious prohibition  
5.  Lack of awareness  
6.  Health concern  
7.  Other specify ------------ 
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Part V. Male involvement in family planning utilization 
No  Questions Response Code 
501 Have you ever informed others to use 
contraceptive methods 
1. Yes       
2.  No         
3.  I don't know 
 
502 Have you ever support your partner to 
use contraceptive methods? 
1. Yes        
2.  No 
 
503 If you want to use contraceptive 
Methods, who makes decision s on 
utilization of contraceptive methods? 
1. Husband 
2.  Wife 
3. Husband and wife jointly 
4. Mother or father of husband 
5. Others(specify)--------- 
 
504 Do you approved to use family planning 
methods   
1. Yes   
2.  No       
3.  I don’t know  
4.  No response 
 
505 If your response to Q 504 is “NO” what 
is the reason for disapproval?   
 
1. Desire to have more child 
2. Respondent refusal  
3.  Fear of side effect  
4.  Religious prohibition  
5. . Others specify -------- 
 
506 Have you ever discussed about family 
planning with your partner?  
1. Yes          
2. No           
3. I don’t remember 
 
507 If your response to Q506 is 'yes', how 
frequent in the last 6 month? 
 
1. None                 
2. Once      
3. Twice       
4. Three times      
5. more than three times 
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Annex II: The data collection instrument, in Amharic version  
መረጃ መስጫና ፍቃደኝነት መጠየቂያ ቅጽ 
 የጥናቱ ርዕስ ፡ በአማራ ብሂራዊ ክልላዊ መንግስት በአዊ  ዞን  በቻግኒ ከተማ  የሚገኙ ባለትዳረ ወንዶችን በወሊድ 
መቆጣጠሪያ ዙሪያ ያላቸው ተሳትፎ ምን ይመስላል የሚል ነው፡፡ ጥናቱን የሚያካሂደው፡- ክፍሌ አቸናፊ   
ጥናቱ እንዲካሄድ የሚያግዘው ድርጅት ፡- ጎንደር ዩኒቨርሲቲ ህክምና እና ጤና ሳይንስ ኮሌጅ የህብረተሰብ ጤና ትምህርት 
ክፍል  
ወጭውን የሚሸፍነው ፡- ራሱ  አጥኒው  
ይህ የመረጃና የፈቃደኝነት መጠየቂያ ቅጽ የተዘጋጀው  በአማራ ክልል በአዊ ዞን  በቻግኒ ከተማ ባለትዳረ ወንዶች በወሊድ 
መቆጣጠሪያ  የመጠቀም መጠን፤ ያላቸው ተሳትፎ እና ተዛማች ጉዳዮችን ለማጥናት የተሳታፊዎችን ፍቃደኝነት ለመጠየቅ 
ነው ፡፡ 
መግቢያ  
 ይህ የመረጃና የፈቃደኝነት መጠይቅ የተዘጋጀው ለጥናቱ ተሳታፊዎች ስለሚሳተፉበት ጥናት ማብራሪያ /መግለጫ 
ስለመስጠት ነው ፡፡ የጥናቱ ዋና አላማም በቻግኒ ከተማ ባለትዳረ ወንዶች በወሊድ መቆጣጠሪያ  የመጠቀም መጠን፤ 
ያላቸው ተሳትፎ እና ተዛማች ምክንያቶች ምንድን ናቸው የሚለውን በተመለከተ ለሚካሄደው ጥናት የተሳታፊዎችን 
ፈቃደኝነት ለመጠየቅ ነው ፡፡ ጥናቱን የሚያካሂደው ቡድንም ዋና አጥኝ ; አራት ስልጠና የወሰዱ ክሊኒካል ነርስ 
ባለሙያወች፤ ፤ሁለት የጥናቱ አማከሪዎች ከጎንደር ዩኒቨርሲቲ ይሳተፋበታል ፡፡ 
 የጥናቱ ዓላማ  
የወንዶች ተሳትፎ  በወሊድ መቀጣጠሪያ አጠቃቀም ላይ ያለው አሰተዋጽኦ  ያልተፈለገንእርግዝና፤ጥንቃቄ የጎደለው  
ውርጀ፤ ድህረ-ወሊድ የደም መፍሰስ፤ እና ሌሎች ውስብስብ ችግሮች መክንያት የሚደርሰውን ሞተ ለመገታት በጣም 
አስፈላገ በመሆኑ ነው›› 
በቻግኒ የከማ የወንዶች  ሚና በወሊድ መቆጣጠሪያ  አጠቃቀም  መጠን እና ተዛማች ምክንያቶች በሚል የተጠና ጥናት 
የለም፡፡ ስለዚህ ይህ  ጥናት በቻግኒ  ከተማ በሚገኙ ባለትዳሮች መካከል የወንዶች  ሚና በወሊድ መቆጣጠሪያ  አጠቃቀም  
መጠን እና ሌሎች ምክንያቶች ምን እንደሆኑ ማጥናት የእነቶችን  ጤና ለማሻሻል ጠቃሚ መረጃ በመስጠት ከፈተኛ 
አስተዋጽኦ ያደርጋል፡፡ 
የጥናቱ ውጤት ለፖሊሲ ቀራጭዎች ለሌሎች ተመሳሳይ ጥናት ለሚያጠኑ አካላትና ድርጅቶች ጠቃሚ ግብዓት በመሆን 
ሊያገለግል ይችላል ፡፡ 
 
የጥናቱ ሂደት  
በቻግኒ ከተማ የወንዶች  ሚና በወሊድ መቆጣጠሪያ  አጠቃቀም  መጠን እና ተዛማች ምክንያቶች በሚል መጠንና ተዛማጅ 
ምክንያቶችን ለማጥናት እናንተ የጥናቱ ተሳታፊ እንድትሆኑ እንጠይቃለን ፡፡ በጥናቱ ለመሳተፍ ፍቃደኛ ከሆኑ ስምምነተወን 
እንዲገልጹ ይጠየቃሉ ለዚህ ጥናት ተሳታፊወች የተመረጡት በእጣ ሲሆን በተሳታፊዎች የሚሰጥ መልሶች ሁሉ 
ሚስጥራነታቸው የተጠበቀ ነው ፡፡ 
በጥናቱ በመሳተፍ የሚከሰት ችግር ወይም አለመመቸት  
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የዚህ ጥናት መጠይቅ 30 ደቂቃ አከባቢ ይወስዳል ፡፡ የሚሰጡት መረጃ/መልስ ተገቢውን የጤና መጎልበት ስራዎች 
ከመቀየስ አንፃር ጠቃሚ መረጃ በመሆን ሊያገለግል ይችላል ፡፡ በመሆኑም በዚህ ጥናት መሳተፎዎ የሚደርስ ምንም ዓይነት 
ጉዳት የለም ፡፡ 
ከጥናቱ የሚገኙ ጥቅሞች  
በጥናቱ በመሳተፍ የሚገኝ ቀጥተኛ ጥቅም ባይኖርም በጥናቱ መሳተፎዎ የጥናቱ ውጤት ለፖሊስ ቀራጮች /አውጭዎች 
ለሌሎች ተመሳሳይ ጥናት ለሚያጠኑ አባላት ፤ ድርጀቶች ጠቃሚ ግብዓት በመሆን ሊያገለግል ይችላል :: 
በጥናቱ በመሳተፍ ሳለሚገኝ ጥቅማጥቅም /ክፍያ 
በጥናቱ በመሳተፎዎ ምንም አይነት ጥቅማ ጥቅሞች ወይም የገንዘብ ክፍያ አያገኙም ፡፡ 
ሚስጢራዊነት በተመለከተ  
ለዚህ ጥናት የሚሰበሰበው መረጃ ሚስጢራዊነት የተጠበቀ ነው ፡፡ ስለ ግል ህይወትዎ የሚሰጡትን ማንኛውም መረጃዎች 
ፋይል ተደርጎ የሚቀመጥ ሲሆን ስምዎትም አይፃፍም ፋይሉም በኮምፒተር ፓስዎርድ ይቆለፋል ፡፡ 
የጥናቱ ያለመሳተፍ ወይም ጥናቱን የማቋረጥ መብት  
በጥናቱ ያለመሳተፍ ሙሉ መብት አለዎት ፡፡ ሁሉንም ጥያቄዎች ወይም ለከፊሎቹ መልስ አለመስጠት ይችላሉ ፡፡ 
በተጨማሪም በማንኛውም ስዓት ከጥናቱ የመውጣተ ሙሉ መብት አለዎት  
ለተጨማሪ መረጃ  
ለዚህ የምርመራ ስራ ተጨማሪ መረጃ ለማግኘት ከፈለጉ የሚከተሉትን ዋና አጥኚ ወይም አማካሪዎች ከታች በተጠቀሰው 
አድራሻ ማግኘት ይቻላል ፡፡ 
1. አቶ ክፍሌ አቸናፊ ዋና አጥኝ - ቻግኒ 
   ስ.ቁ: +251-0911800437       
2. አቶ በሪሁነ አሰፋ : አማካሪ - ጎንደር ዩኒቨርሲቲ 
ስ.ቁ: +251-911542348 
3. አቶ ዮሃንስ አያናው : አማካሪ - ጎንደር ዩኒቨርሲቲ   
   ስ.ቁ: +251- 913621029 
ጎንደር ዩኒቨርሲቲ  
በህክምና እና ጤና ሳይንስ ኮሌጅ የህብረተሰብ ጤና ትምህረት ክፍል በአማራ ክልል  በቻግኒ ከተማ ከሚኖሩ ባለትዳሮች 
መካከል ስለ የወንዶች  ሚና በወሊድ መቆጣጠሪያ  አጠቃቀም  መጠን እና ተዛማች ምክንያቶች ለማጥናት የተዘጋጀ 
መጠይቅ ፡፡ 
ክፍሌ አቸናፊ እባላለሁ በጎንደር ዩኒቨርሲቲ በህብረተሰብ ጤና በስነ ተዋልዶ የትምህርት ክፍል በማስትሬት ዲግሪ 
የመጨረሻ አመት ተማሪ ነኝ ፡፡ እነዚህን ጥያቄዎች ለእናንተ የማቀርብበት በቻግኒ ከተማ ከሚኖሩ ባለትዳሮች መካከል ስለ 
የወንዶች  ሚና በወሊድ መቆጣጠሪያ  አጠቃቀም  መጠን እና ተዛማች ምክንያቶች ለማጥናትነው ፡፡በቻግኒ ከተማ ከሚኖሩ 
ባለትዳሮች መካከል የወንዶች  ሚና በወሊድ መቆጣጠሪያ  አጠቃቀም  መጠን እና ተዛማች ምክንያቶች በተመለከተ መረጃ 
ስለመሰብሰብና በዚሁ አቅጣጫ ለሚከሰቱ የወንዶች ተሳትፎ  ችግሮች መፍትሄ ለማምጣት ያመች ዘንድ ለሚወሰዱ 
እርምጃዎች እቅድ ለማውጣት ነው ፡፡ ስለዚህ እርስዎ በዚህ መጠይቅ ውስጥ ያሉትን ጥያቄዎች በግልጽና በቅንነት 
ለመመለስ የምታደርጉት ትብብር እጅግ የሚደነቅ ሲሆን ለዚህ ጥናት አላማ መሳካት የራሱ የሆነ ጠቃሚ ድርሻ አለው 
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፡፡የምትመልሱቱን መልሶች ሚስጥራዊነት ለመጠበቅ ሲባል መጠይቅ ላይ የተሳተፈ ሰው  ለየትኛውም አካል ተላልፎ 
አይሰጥም ፡፡ በዚህ መጥይቅ ውስጥ ያለውን የትኛውንም ለመመለስ የማትፈልጉትን መልስ ወይም ጠቅላላውን ጥያቄ 
ላለመመለስ መብታችሁን የተጠበቀ ነው ፡፡ 
እባክዎ ለጥያቄው መመለስ ቢተባበሩን ለጥናቱ መሳካት የራስዎን ጉልህ ድርሻ ተውጡ ማለት ነው ፡፡ 
ጥያቄዎቹን ለመመለስ ፈቃደኛ ነዎ?      አዎ                የለም  
አዎን ካሉ ወደ ሚቀጥለው ገጽ ይቀጥሉ 
የለም ካሉ እዚሁ ላይ ያቋርጡ  
አመስግናለሁ!! 
¡õM 1:- ¾e’ I´w&TQu^©“ ›=¢•T>Á© Ñ<ÇÄ‹ LÃ K}ÖÁm¬ ¾}²ÒÌ ØÁo­‹ 
}.l K}ÖÁm¬ ¾T>Ö¾l ØÁo­‹ ¾}ÖÁm¬ ›T^ß SMc‹ ¢É  
 ›É^h(kuK?) ---------------------  
 ¾u?}cw lØ` ---------------------  
101 ›ÉT@ ---------------------  
102 uN?` 
1. ›T^ 
2. .›Ñ¬ 
3. ƒÓ_ 
4. *aV 
5. K?L ÃÖke-------------- 
 
103 NÃT•ƒ 
1. *`„Ê¡e  
2.  S<eK=U  
3. . "„K=¡  
4.  ýa‚eታ”ƒ  
5.  K?L ÃÖke------------ 
 
 
104 የትምህርት ደረጃ 
1. ማንበብና መፃፍ የማይችል 
2. ማንበብና መፃፍ የሚችል 
3.  አንደኛ ደረጃ(1-8)  
4. ሁለተኛ ደረጃ(9-10)  
5. መሰናዶ(11-12) 
6.  ኮሌጅና ከዚያ በላይ  
 
105 ስራ 
1. .አርሶ አደር  
2. . ስራ ፈላጊ 
3.  ነጋዴ  
4. . የመንግሥት ሠራተኛ 
5. ሌላ(የጠቀሥ)----------------- 
 
106 መጀመሪያ ሲያገቡ እድሜዎት ስንት ነበር?  ---------------------- ዓመት 
 
 
 
107 አሁን በህይዎት ያሉ ልጆች ስንት ናቸዉ ---------------------- 
 
 
 
108 ምን ያህል ልጆች እነዲኖሮዎ ዪፈልጋሉ ወ------------ሴ------------- ደ/ር  
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ክፍል 2 ፡-ተጠያቂዉ(ያገቡ ወንዶች) ስለ ቤተሰብ ምጣኔ ዘዴ ያላቸዉ እውቀትና የመረጃ ምንጭ 
201 ስለቤተሰብ ብጣኔ ሰምተዉ ያዉቃሉ? መልሱ አይደለም ከሆነ ወደ 
ጥያቄ ቁጥር 206  ይሂዱ 
1. አዎ              
2.  የለም 
 
202 ለጥየቄ ቁጥር 201 መልሰዎት አዎ ከሆነ ስለቤተሰብ ምጣኔ መረጃ 
ከየት ነዉ የሚያገኙት?   
1. ራዲዮ  
2. የጤና ባለሙያ 
3. ፖስተር 
4.  ጋዜጣ  
5.  ከወላጆቸ  
6. .ሌላ(ይጠቀስ)  
 
203 ለጥየቄ ቁጥር 201 መልሰዎት አዎ ከሆነ ቢያንስ አንድ የወሊድ 
መቆጣጠሪያ ዘዴ ያዉቃሉ?  
1. አዎ       
2. የለም    
 
204  የትኛዉን የወሊድ መቆጣጠሪያ ዘዴ አይነት ያዉቃሉ(ከ አንድ በላይ 
መልስ መስጠት ይችላሉ? ከታች ከተመለከቱት ውሰጥ ይምረጡ  
  
205 የወንድ የወሊድ መከላከያ ዘዴ ስለመኖሩ የሚያዉቁት አለ?   1. አዎ  
2. የለም,  
 
206 ለጥያቄ ቁጥር 205 መልሰዎት አዎ ከሆነ የትኛዉን የወሊድ 
መቆጣጠሪያ ዘዴ ያዉቃሉ 
ከታች ከተመለከቱት ውሰጥ ይምረጡ 
 
  
 
ለጥያቄ ቁጥር 204፤ 206 
1. የወሊድ መከላከያ ክኒን 
2.  በመርፌ የሚሰጥ 
3. ኮንዶም 
4. በክንድ ቆዳ ስር የሚቀመጥ 
5.  በማህፀን ዉስጥ የሚቀመጥ ሉፕ 
6. የወንድ የዘር ፍሬ መለየት(መቋጠር) 
7. የሴቷን መሀፀን መቋጠር 
8. መታቀብ 
9.  ፀረ- የወንድ ዘር እስፐርም 
10. ለረጅም ጊዜ ማትባት 
11. ወቅታዊ  መታቀብ 
12. ሌላ(የጠቀስ)--------------------   
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ክፍል 3 ያገቡ ወንዶች የለወሊድ መከላከያ ለመጠቀም ያላቸዉ አመለካከት 
301 የቤተሰብ ምጣኔ ለመጠቀም መወሰን ያለበት ወንድ ብቻ 
ነዉ 
1. .እስማማለሁ  
2. አልስማማም 
3.  እርግጠኛ አይደለሁም 
 
302 እርግዝናን መቆጣጠር የሴቶች ኃላፊነት ነዉ 1. 1.እስማማለሁ  
2. አልስማማም 
3.  እርግጠኛ አይደለሁም 
 
303 የትኛዉን አይነት የወሊድ መቆጣጠሪያ ለመጠቀም ሴቶችና 
ወንዶች መወያየት አለባቸዉ 
 
1. .እስማማለሁ  
2.  አልስማማም 
   
 
304 የልጆቻቸዉን ቁጥር መወሰን ያለባቸዉ ባልና ሚስት በጋራ 
ሆነዉ መወሰን አለባቸዉ 
1. .እስማማለሁ  
2.  አልስማማም 
3. . እርግጠኛ አይደለሁም 
 
 
ክፍል 4፡- ያገቡ ወንዶችና ባለቤቶቻቸዉ ስለወሊድ መቆጣጠሪያ አጣቃቀም ያላቸዉ ልምድ  
 
401 እርግዛናን ለመከላከል የወሊድ መከላከያ ዘዴ በራስህ 
ተነሳሽነት ተጠቅመህ ታዉቃለህ?   
1. አዎ   
2. የለም 
   
 
402 ከዚህ በፊት ባለቤትህ የወሊድ መቆጣጠሪያ ተጠቅማ 
ታዉቃለች?   
1. አዎ   
2. የለም 
 
  
 
403 ባለቤተዎት ወይንም እርሰዎ አሁን የወሊድ መከላከያ 
ይጠቀማሉ? ካልሆነ ወደ ጥያቄ ቁጥር 407 ይሂዱ  
1.  አዎ   
2. የለም 
 
  
 
404 ለጥያቄ ቁጥር 403 መልሰዊት አዎ ከሆነ ለመጠቀም 
ምክኒያተዎት ምንድን ነዉ 
1. አራርቆ ለመዉለድ  
2. ሌላ ልጅ ስለማልፈልግ 
 
405 ለጥያዌ ቁጥር 403 መልሰዎት አዎ ከሆነ የትኛዉን የወሊድ 
መከላከያ ዘዴ ይጠቀማሉ?  በገፅ 2 ከተመለከቱት  ኮዶች 
ውሰጥ ይምረጡ 
  
406 ለጥያቄ ቁጥር 403 መልሰዎት አዎ ከሆነ ባለቤተዎት አሁን 
የትኛዉን የወሊድ መቆጣጠሪያ ዘዴ ይጠቀማሉ? በገፅ 2 
ከተመለከቱት  ኮዶች ውሰጥ ይምረጡ 
  
407 ለጥያቄ ቁጥር 403 መልሰዎት የለም ከሆነ ላለመጠቀም 
ምክንያተዎት ምንድን ነዉ 
1. ተጨማሪ ልጆች እንዲኖሩኝ 
ስለምፈልግ 
2. ባለቤቴ ስለምትቃወም 
3. የጎንዮሽ ጠንቁን በመፍራት 
4. በሓይማኖት ስለሚከለከል 
5. እዉቅናዉ ስለሌለኝ 
6. በጤናዮ ምክንያት 
7. ሌላ(ይጠቀስ) ---------------- 
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ክፍል አምስት፡ ያገቡ ወንዶች  ተሳትፎ በወሊድ መቆጣጠሪያ አጠቃቀም ዙሪያ 
501 ለሌሎች ሰዎች የወሊድ መቆጣጠሪያ እንዲጠቀሙ 
ነግረዋ ያዉቃሉ? 
1. አዎ 
2. የለም 
3. አላውቅም 
 
502 ባለቤተዎት የወሊድ መቆጣጠሪያ እንዲጠቀሙ 
አበረታተው ያዉቃሉ? 
1. አዎ 
2.  የለም 
 
503 የወሊድ መቆጣጠሪያ ለመጠቀም ሲፈልጉ ውሳኔ 
የሚሰጠው ማነው? 
1. ባል 
2. ሚስት 
3. ባልና ሚስት በጋራ 
4.  የባል እናት ወይም አባት 
5. ሌላ ካለ ይጠቀስ-------------- 
 
504 የወሊድ መቆጣጠሪያ ለመጠቀምመዎ 
ያረጋግጡልኛል? 
1. አዎ    
2. የለም    
3. አላውቅም    
4. መልስ አልሰጥም 
 
505 ለጥያቄ ቁጥር 504 መልሰዎ የለም  ከሆነ  
የሚያረጋግጡበት ምክንያት ምንድን ነው? 
1. .ተጨማሪ  ልጆች ስለምፈልግ 
2. ባለቤቴ ስለማትቀበል 
3. የጎንዮሽ ጠንቅን ስለምፍራ  
4.  ሃይማኖቴ ስለማይፈቅድልኝ  
5. .ሌላ ካለ ይጠቀስ------------- 
 
506 ከትዳር አጋረዎ ገር ስለቤተሰብ ምጣኔ  
ተወያይታችሁ ታውቃላችሁ? 
1. አዎ  
2.  የለም       
3. አላስታውስም 
 
507 ለጥያቄ ቁጥር 504 መልሰዎ አዎ  ከሆነ ላለፉት 6 
ወራት ምን ያህል ተወያያችሁ? 
1. ምንም  አላደረጉ    
2. አንድ ጊዜ 
3. ሁለት ጊዜ     
4. ሦስት ጊዜ      
5. ሦስት ጊዜና   በላይ        
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